WHAT’S YOUR STYLE?

Does your home reflect your ideals of style and comfort? Create a look that’s uniquely your own with Mirabelle® design-driven plumbing products and accessories. Maybe you prefer the classic and practical elements of a more traditional look. Perhaps you’re interested in the crisp corners and angles of contemporary design. Explore emerging trends from warm, rich textures inspired by nature to the shimmering glitz of luxurious ornamentation.

Use Mirabelle products to create your own sense of style, making your home into the perfect retreat. Trust Mirabelle to satisfy your sense of style without sacrificing function, quality and reliability.
TRANSITIONAL
Transform your functional rooms into beautiful, comfortable spaces by incorporating some hallmarks of transitional design: mixing contemporary lines with classic accessories, combining woods with metals in varying finishes and keeping to neutral colors in a variety of textures. The result is clean, uncluttered comfort.
FARMHOUSE MODERN

An elegant mix of materials in a simplified palette allows farmhouse classics like this traditional and practical apron front sink to blend with sleeker modern lines to convey timeless functionality and style.
KEY WEST COLLECTION

WIDESPREAD LAV FAUCET MIRWSCKW800BN
ROMAN TUB FILLER MIRKW3RTBN
HAND SHOWER DIVERTER MIRKW2RTDGBN
TOILET MIRKW240HWH/MIRKW200NWH
PEDESTAL MIRKW348AWH/MIRKW350AWH
BATHTUB MIRKWW7236WH

KEY WEST BATH ACCESSORIES
TRADITIONAL

A popular classic style following the oldest design principals, featuring symmetry, balance and ornate detailing that feels dignified yet familiar. Regal accents work with elegant color schemes to provide a sense of comfort.
INDUSTRIAL

There is a beauty in the stark openness within an industrial space. Homeowners have begun incorporating some of these principles of austerity, including metal materials and open shelving, to this popular clean design concept.
HARTFIELD PULL DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET MIRXCHA101MSS
HARTFIELD BAR FAUCET MIRXCHA103SS
SOAP PUMP MIRSD1166SS
CALVERTON KITCHEN SINK MIRUC309
CALVERTON BAR SINK MIRUC16R
CRAFTSMAN RUSTIC

Lodge-inspired design is comfortable, relaxing and timeless. The interplay of rich textures, deep colors, natural woods and burnished metals can make the kitchen an inviting beacon of warmth, the true hub of the home.
MYERS LAV MIRU1812GWH CARRAWAY WIDESPREAD FAUCET MIRWSCCR800CP CARRAWAY TOILET MIRC240SWH, MIRC200WH
CARRAWAY BATH ACCESSORIES
LUXE

Design a space inspired by glamour and decadence. Sophisticated patterns in an elegant color scheme interplay with the simplicity of polished marble, gleaming metal finishes and sparkling crystal for an elegant look that holds attention.
ST. MARTIN WIDESPREAD FAUCET MIRWSCM800BN HIBISCUS VESSEL SINK MIRV308WH MILAZZO TOILET MIRML2405WH, MIRML200WH
BEASLEY BATH ACCESSORIES
GLOBAL

Explore the whole globe, drawing from many unique styles to reflect a showcase of inspirations. Incorporate natural elements, contrasting metal finishes, varying wood grains and textured textiles for a worldly, hand-crafted feel.
MID-CENTURY MODERN

Travel back to when the world lived in the future. Uncluttered sleek lines create a new combination of form and function. The most popular styles of the last century are recreated and updated in refreshing ways.
CONTEMPORARY
Always current, and a bit softer than modern design, this look works clean lines and the emphasis on open negative space into a casual style. Create a calm environment that’s comfortable for everyone.

The Mirabelle Sitka one-piece high efficiency skirted toilet is a proud winner of the prestigious Platinum ADEX award.
COASTAL

Keep the light and breezy vacation vibes going year-round with this spa-inspired approach. The interplay of shiny metals, sparkling glass and polished surfaces with smooth and weathered woods, elements of nature and a neutral palette perfectly combine sophistication with relaxation.
Faucets by Collection

Beasley
Boca Raton
Carraway
Edenton
Hibiscus
Key West
Milazzo
Pendleton
Provincetown
Rigi
St. Augustine
St. Martin
Vilamonte
SINGLE HOLE FAUCETS
These faucets have a spout and a single handle control together on the faucet body. Single hole faucets are intended for sinks or counter tops that have only one faucet hole drilled. If you prefer the appearance of a single hole faucet but your sink or counter top is drilled for a 4" style faucet some models can be purchased with an optional deck plate to cover the extra holes.

VESSEL FILLER FAUCETS
Vessel filler faucets have a taller faucet body intended for vessel style sinks which sit on top of the counter rather than below the counter. When purchasing a vessel filler faucet, you’ll want to keep in mind the height of the bowl of your vessel style sink to ensure your faucet is tall enough to clear the rim.

WIDESPREAD FAUCETS
Widespread faucets are intended for sinks and counter tops with three pre-drilled holes. The faucet body and handles are all separate pieces.

WALL MOUNT FAUCETS
A wall mount faucet is installed directly to the wall above the sink rather than on the counter top or sink itself. This type of faucet requires that the water supply lines are positioned in the wall above the sink height. When purchasing a wall mounted faucet, check that the spout reach is long enough for adequate sink clearance based on the size of the sink bowl and the placement on the counter.

CENTERSET FAUCETS
This style faucet is intended for sinks and counter tops with three pre-drilled holes. Centerset faucets sit on a deck-plate which connects the two handles with the spout body.

For installation instructions, diagrams and product specifications, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
BEASLEY COLLECTION
The refined detailing of the Beasley collection offsets the smooth curves and simple silhouettes of these traditional pieces. Add classic beauty to your bath with these stunning faucets and accessories.
1 TUB FILLER WITH HAND SHOWER MIRBE4RTG
2 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCBE100
3 TUB FILLER MIRBE3RT
4 PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRBE8010
5 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCBE800

ALSO AVAILABLE
TRANSFER VALVE TRIM MIRBE9005

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
BOCA RATON COLLECTION

Soft generous curves lend classic simplicity to this collection of faucets and accessories in three of today’s most popular finishes. Create a custom look with Boca Raton.
1 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCBR800
2 TUB FILLER MIRBR3RT2
3 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCBR801
4 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRBR8030G
5 TUB FILLER HANDSHOWER MIRBR2RTDG

ALSO AVAILABLE
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRBR8020G
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRBR8010

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
CARRAWAY COLLECTION
Classic and sleek, with elegant arches and delicate curving details, the Carraway collection provides beautiful options for your bathroom, including a Roman tub filler, widespread and single hole lavatory faucets and custom showering components in three popular finishes.
For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
EDENTON COLLECTION
Comfortable yet elegant. Edenton faucets feature a contemporary style that is immensely livable, featuring strong lines and a sense of presence that define each piece.
1 FREESTANDING TUB FILLER
MIREDFS1000G, MIREDFS2000G
2 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCED800
3 VESSEL FILLER MIRWSCED100L
4 WALL MOUNT MIRWSCED100
5 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIREDS830G

ALSO AVAILABLE
SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCED100P
WIDESPREAD MIRWSCED800H
TUB FILLER MIREDS3RT
TUB FILLER HANDSHOWER MIREDS2RTDG
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIREDS820G
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIREDS8010

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
HIBISCUS COLLECTION
Add upscale modern styling with the Hibiscus collection of faucets and accessories. Bold angles and straight lines emphasize the heavy cast escutcheons and the premium mirror-flat finishes in polished chrome or brushed nickel.
1 FREESTANDING TUB FILLER MIRHIFS2000G
2 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCHI100
3 VESSEL FILLER MIRWSCHI100L
4 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCHI800
5 PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRHI8010

ALSO AVAILABLE
TRANSFER VALVE TRIM MIRHI9005

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
KEY WEST COLLECTION

Finely sculpted details and tapered lines lend classic design in four popular finishes to these faucets and accessories. Create an ambience of timeless quality to your bath with the Key West collection.
For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM

1 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCKW100
2 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCKW800
3 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCKW801
4 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRKW8030G
5 TUB FILLER HANDSHOWER MIRKW2RTDG

ALSO AVAILABLE
TUB FILLER MIRKW3RT2
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRKW8020G
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRKW8010
MILAZZO COLLECTION
Make a dramatic statement in any bath with the sleek lines and contemporary flair of these faucets and accessories.
1 WIDESPREAD  MIRWSML800
2 SINGLE HOLE  MIRWSML102
3 TUB & SHOWER TRIM  MIRML8030E
4 TUB FILLER  MIRML3RT
5 TUB FILLER HANDSHOWER  MIRML2RTD

ALSO AVAILABLE
SHOWER ONLY TRIM  MIRML8020E
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM  MIRML8010

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
PENDLETON COLLECTION

Designed with clean lines and gentle curves, the Pendleton Collection’s sophisticated appeal adds pleasure and grace to your home’s private retreat. Pendleton combines classic form with modern flair, making each piece inviting to touch and feel.
1 FREESTANDING TUB FILLER
  MIRPTFS1000G, MIRPTFS2000G
2 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCPT800
3 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCPT100
4 CENTERSET MIRWSCPT400
5 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRPT8030G

ALSO AVAILABLE
TUB FILLER WITH HANDSHOWER MIRPT4RTG
TUB FILLER MIRPT3RT
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRPT8020G
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRPT8010

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
PROVINCETOWN COLLECTION

Provincetown features smart lines, graceful curves and is always accommodating – right at home in a traditional, transitional or even contemporary setting. Choose complimentary accessories from this collection for a gentle blend of function and style.
1 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCPR100
2 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCPR800
3 CENTERSET MIRWSCPR400
4 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRPR8030G
5 TUB FILLER WITH HANDSHOWER MIRPR4RTG

ALSO AVAILABLE
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRPR020G
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRPR010
TUB FILLER MIRPR3RT

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
RIGI COLLECTION
Relax and enjoy the new age of refinement. With sophisticated ultra-modern lines and beautifully simple functionality, the Rigi Collection elevates your bath to true sanctuary status. Combining elegant proportions, pleasing squares and graceful curves, Rigi faucets and accessories complement any modern bath.
1 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCRI800
2 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCRI100
3 TUB FILLER WITH HANDSHOWER MIRRI4RTG
4 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRRI8030G

ALSO AVAILABLE
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRRI8020G
PRESSURE BALANCE TRIM MIRRI8010
TUB FILLER MIRRI3RT

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
ST. AUGUSTINE COLLECTION
Fine design steeped in tradition is the hallmark of this timeless style featuring finely sculpted curves and tapered lines.
1 WIDESCREEN MIRWSCSA800
2 TUB FILLER MIRSA3RT
3 TUB FILLER HANDSHOWER MIRSA2RTD
4 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRSA8030E

ALSO AVAILABLE
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRSA8020E
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRSA8010

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
ST. MARTIN COLLECTION
The perfect centerpiece in a traditional or transitional bath, the St. Martin collection offers gentle curves, sleek handles and elegant details in a collection that will stand the test of time.
1 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCSM100
2 VESSEL FILLER MIRWSCSM100L
3 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCSM800
4 PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRSM8010
5 TUB FILLER WITH HANDSHOWER MIRSM4RTG

ALSO AVAILABLE
TUB FILLER MIRSM3RT
TRANSFER VALVE TRIM MIRSM9005

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
VILAMONTE COLLECTION

With its transitional styling and bold lines, nothing brings timeless function together with modern sensibility more seamlessly than the Vilamonte Collection. From the sophisticated elegance of its handles to the soothing beauty of its shower head, Vilamonte allows discerning homeowners to enjoy beauty that truly invigorates.
1 VESSEL FILLER MIRWSCVL105L
2 SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCVL100
3 VESSEL FILLER MIRWSCVL100L
4 WIDESPREAD MIRWSCVL800
5 TUB & SHOWER TRIM MIRVL8030G

ALSO AVAILABLE
SINGLE HOLE MIRWSCVL105
TUB FILLER WITH HANDSHOWER MIRVL4RTG
TUB FILLER MIRVL3RT
SHOWER ONLY TRIM MIRVL8020G
PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRVL8010

For coordinating bath accessories and custom showering components, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
TO VIEW BATH ACCESSORIES BY COLLECTION PLEASE VISIT MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
POLISHED CHROME
Bringing shining emphasis to a wide variety of faucet styles, versatile polished chrome is well suited to both vintage and contemporary décors.

BRUSHED NICKEL
Adding warmth and a soft touch, easy-care brushed nickel is compatible with granite and stone surfaces and creates a classic contrast to white features.

OIL RUBBED BRONZE
Dramatic yet classic, oil rubbed bronze is a favorite finish for creating a traditional look that accentuates craftsmanship and can suggest a timeworn quality.

POLISHED NICKEL
Smooth, shiny and versatile, polished nickel is a designer favorite that creates a sophisticated effect, adding elegance to both traditional and contemporary styles.
CUSTOM SHOWERING

SHOWERHEADS
SHOWER ARMS
HANDSHOWERS
BODY SPRAYS
SLIDE BAR
SHOWER RAIL
MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
SHOWER HOSES
BUILDING YOUR CUSTOM SHOWER

**SPRAY TYPES**

- **Massage**
- **Spray & Massage**
- **Aerated**
- **Aerated & Spray**
- **Spray**

**SHOWERHEAD & SHOWERARM**
Showerheads come in various shapes, sizes, spray patterns and features. They can be mounted on the wall or from the ceiling, and can be used with long or short shower arms.

**BODY SPRAY**
Body sprays are primarily intended to have the entire body covered by water no matter which direction the user faces. Body sprays are usually adjustable and can be installed to suit your preferences.

**SHOWER VALVES**
Shower valves control and maintain the water temperature. For maximum comfort, control and flow rate, it is best to use a thermostatic valve while pressure balancing valves are more economical.
Mirabelle offers a wide range of custom components to complete your showering experience.

**HANDSHOWER**
Handshowers are perfect for personal hygiene, cleaning the shower area and bathing children or pets. They can be mounted to the wall via a handshower holder or a slide bar which allows you to change the height and angle of the water so that it can function as a showerhead or as a body spray.

**VOLUME CONTROLS & DIVERTER VALVES**
Volume controls allow the user to adjust water flow for each individual component. Diverter valves control water flow between two or more shower outlets.

**SHOWER HOSE, SLIDE BAR & WALL MOUNTS**
Mirabelle offers a wide range of custom components to complete your showering experience.
SHOWERHEADS

RAIN SHOWER

1. MIRRS1225R, MIRRS1025R
2. MIRRS1225S, MIRRS1025S, MIRRS825S
3. MIRRS1025T, MIRRS825T
4. MIRSSB825R, MIRSSB625R
5. MIRSH2000G
6. MIRSH2010G
7. MIRSH2020G
8. MIRSH2060G
9. MIRSH2070G
10. MIRSH2080G
11. MIRSH2030G
12. MIRSH2040G
13. MIRSH2050G
14. MIRSH2090G
SINGLE-FUNCTION

MULTI-FUNCTION

For available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
For available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
HANDSHOWERS

SINGLE-FUNCTION

MULTI-FUNCTION

For available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.

1 MIRHS4060G 2 MIRHS4030G 3 MIRHS4010G 4 MIRHS4020G
5 MIRHS4040G 6 MIRHS4050G 7 MIRHS4070G
RAIN SHOWER HEAD MIRRB825RBN
SHOWER RAIL MIRSR7010BN
HAND SHOWER MIRHS4030GBN
EDENTON PRESSURE BALANCE VALVE TRIM MIRED8010BN
BODY **SPRAYS**

1 MIRBS5010E  2 MIRBS5040E  3 MIRBS6010E  4 MIRBS6040E

SLIDE **BARS**

1 MIRSB3010  2 MIRSB3020  3 MIRSB3030  4 MIRSB3040

SHOWER **RAIL**

1 MIRSR7010
MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

1 MIRWB2010 2 MIRSM2010 3 MIRSM2030 4 MIRWE2050
5 MIRWE2020 6 MIRWE2040 7 MIRWE2060
CUSTOMIZE YOUR SHOWER

With a full range of components in coordinating finishes, Mirabelle custom shower components make it easy to configure the spa-like experience you desire. Customize your shower with rain head, single or multi-function showerheads, body sprays and handshowers with massage features. Add coordinating hoses and mounting accessories to complete the ideal shower experience.

For available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
TOILETS

SKIRTED
ONE-PIECE
TWO-PIECE
TOILET SEATS
FLUSH LEVERS
TOILET GUIDE

ONE-PIECE VS. TWO-PIECE
Clean lines and a compact design give one-piece toilets modern appeal and ease of cleaning, while two-piece toilets offer great value in a familiar profile. No matter which you choose, Mirabelle toilets help combat bathroom grime – the sanitary bar featured on all Mirabelle two-piece toilets allows for the cleaning ease of a one-piece, at the price of a two-piece.

SLOW CLOSE SEAT
At its best, your bath is a quiet oasis of calm. Most Mirabelle toilets come standard with a Slow Close seat to eliminate noisy slamming.

SKIRTED VS. EXPOSED TRAPWAY
Bathroom cleaning is a famously unpopular task, so spending less time on it is definitely a bonus. While the crevices of a toilet with an exposed trapway require careful attention, a skirted toilet helps reduce the amount of tedious cleaning. Thanks to its smooth silhouette, just wipe the side of the skirt and you’re done.
ONE-PIECE TOILETS

For available options, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.

PROVINCETOWN TOILET MIRPR241S
TWO-PIECE TOILETS

KEY LARGO TOILET MIRKL200NWH, MIRKW240HWH
For available options, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
EASY CLEAN SEAT

Cleaning made quick and easy with the Mirabelle Easy Clean seat. One gentle push of the button and your seat disconnects to allow cleaning of all surfaces. Cleanability combined with a slow close feature to reduce noisy slamming give you even more piece of mind.

All toilet seats come with a slow close feature.
TOILET SEATS

1 EASY CLEAN/SLOW CLOSE MIRTSEZ200, MIRTSEZ100
2 TRADITIONAL SLOW CLOSE MIRTSSC200
3 SLIM SLOW CLOSE MIRTSSC201
4 ULTRA SLIM SLOW CLOSE MIRTSSC202
5 CONCEALED MIRTSEZ201WH
FLUSH LEVER MB424CP
**FLUSH LEVERS**

**MB423**
Fits most front mount conventional toilets, including Mirabelle Bradenton toilets.

**MB424**
Fits most front mount conventional toilets, including Mirabelle Provincetown toilets.

**MB425**
Fits most front mount conventional toilets, including Mirabelle Amberley, Boca Raton and Key West toilets.

**MB426**
Fits most side mount conventional toilets, including Mirabelle Sarasota toilets.

**MB427**
Fits most front mount conventional toilets, including Mirabelle Key Largo toilets.

**MB428**
Fits side mount toilets including Carraway. Lever is installed vertically.

**MB429**
Fits most front mount conventional toilets.

**MIRC200TL**
Push button actuator, fits Mirabelle Alledonia, Milazzo and Sitka toilets.

For more information, visit [MONOGRAMBRASS.COM.](http://MONOGRAMBRASS.COM)
BATHROOM SINKS

VESSELS
DROP-IN & UNDERMOUNTS
VANITY TOPS
CONSOLES & LEGS
SINK ACCESSORIES
PEDESTALS
VESSELS

1 Hibiscus MIRV100  2 Hibiscus MIRV200  3 Hibiscus MIRV300  4 Hibiscus MIRV301

For lavatory faucet guide, see page 27. For more information, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
UNDERMOUNT SINKS

1 DESTIN UNDERMOUNT MIRU1616 2 DESTIN UNDERMOUNT MIRU1713 3 SAWGRASS UNDERMOUNT MIRU1811 4 MYERS UNDERMOUNT MIRU1812 5 CARRAWAY UNDERMOUNT MIRCRRU1812 6 MANGROVE UNDERMOUNT MIRU1714

DROP-IN SINKS

1 PROVINCETOWN DROP-IN MIRPR458 2 KEY WEST DROP-IN MIRKW458A

For faucets, see pages 25-55. For sizing, hole configurations and available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
For faucets, see pages 25-55. For sizing, hole configurations and available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
CONSOLE MIR24198AWH, MIR2419RCP
RIGI WIDESPREAD FAUCET MIRWSCRI800CP

92  MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM
CONSOLES & LEGS

1 MIR24191A 2 MIR32191A 3 MIR2419R 4 MIR3219R

LAVATORY ACCESSORIES

1 SUPPLY VALVE MB204 2 SUPPLY VALVE MB206 3 SUPPLY VALVE MB207 4 P-TRAP MB363

For more lavatory accessories, visit MONOGRAMBRASS.COM.
PEDESTALS

KEY WEST PEDESTAL MIRKW341AWH, MIRKW350AWH
KEY WEST WIDESPREAD FAUCET MIRWSCKW800ORB
For faucets, see pages 25-55. For sizing, hole configurations and available finishes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
BATHING

FREESTANDING TUBS
SKIRTED TUBS
DROP-IN TUBS
SHOWER BASES
ACCESSORIES
PENDLETON ROMAN TUB WITH HAND SHOWER MIRPT4RTGCP
HIBISCUS TUB MIRHIFSO5930WH

FREESTANDING TUBS
Intuitive single handle control for water volume and temperature.

Featuring easy clean rubber nozzles, the Mirabelle handshower's gentle spray offers convenience for washing your hair or rinsing the tub.

Laminar stream provides relaxing non-aerated water.

With just a touch, the push-pull control diverts water from the tub spout to the handshower.

Intuitive single handle control for water volume and temperature.

5 FEET
With a double spiral metal hose at 60" long, this tub filler makes cleaning ever easier, helping you reach every corner.

A FINISHING TOUCH
Dramatic and undeniably impressive, nothing says relaxation like a freestanding tub, especially when paired with a Mirabelle floor mounted tub filler. Available in a range of styles and finishes to coordinate with both your room’s décor and the styling of your tub, this is more than a stunning design element. Beautiful functionality combined with features like a handshower and a high flow rate to fill your tub more quickly, a tub filler enhances your bathing experience with performance and comfort.

**8.5 GALLONS PER MINUTE**

Faster is better, especially when a high flow freestanding tub filler means you get to relax even sooner.

Thoughtful design from top to bottom, even down to the baseplate.
All tubs are available as a soaker, air, whirlpool or total massage in white or biscuit. Visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM for available sizes and options.
DROP-IN TUBS

1 SITKA MIRSKS6030L 2 BRADENTON MIRBDS6032L 3 PROVINCETOWN MIRPRS6032L 4 SITKA MIRSKS6636 5 GALATIA MIRGAS6042V 6 BRADENTON MIRBDW6032 7 PROVINCETOWN MIRPRW6032 8 BOCA RATON MIRBRW6640V 9 KEY WEST MIRKW6036 10 ST. AUGUSTINE MIRSAS67242
SHOWER BASES

1 MIRSB3636WH 2 MIRSB4834WH 3 MIRSB6030RWH 4 MIRSB6032RWH

TUB ACCESSORIES

1 MIRTRAYLMP 2 MIRTRAYSBM
HOW TO SELECT YOUR BATHING EXPERIENCE

**SOAKER**
Deep enough to immerse you in calm waters, elegant in form and impressive in impact. The quiet indulgence of a soaking tub is irresistible. Prepare to witness your cares melting away.

**AIR**
For a delicate touch and a full body experience, champagne bubbles are the answer. Adjust the airflow to create more movement and increase effervescence – your air bath experience is completely adjustable.

**WHIRLPOOL**
Powerful jets knead the day away in an invigorating whirlpool experience. Allowing you to target sore muscles and reduce tension, the result is instant relaxation and feeling blissfully restored.

**TOTAL MASSAGE**
Combining effervescent bubbles with invigorating jets, the total hydrotherapy experience allows for independent controls so you can create just the right balance of delicate and powerful sensations.

All Mirabelle alcove and drop-in tubs are available as a soaker, air, whirlpool or total massage. Freestanding tubs are available as a soaker only.
KITCHEN

KITCHEN FAUCETS
BAR FAUCETS
KITCHEN SINKS
BAR SINKS
LAUNDRY SINKS
ACCESSORIES
KITCHEN FAUCET GUIDE

PULL-DOWN & PULL-OUT FAUCETS
These faucets are the ultimate in functionality as the faucet head pulls out of the body and water flow patterns can be adjusted from stream to spray with the touch of a button. You can easily clean the perimeter of the sink, quickly move from one item to the next within the sink or even fill a vessel next to the sink. This style generally uses one hole, creating a clean look with a highly functional design.

BAR/PREP FAUCETS
Bar faucets look very much like smaller scale kitchen faucets, are intended for use with bar/prep sinks, and dispense hot and cold water. A great addition to any kitchen or bar area, these faucets come in a variety of styles and designs. When used in a kitchen application they are often paired with the same style as the larger kitchen sink faucet.

WHAT’S A MAGNETIC DOCKING KITCHEN FAUCET?
The streamlined functionality of a pull-down and pull-out faucet head becomes an enduring feature thanks to our patented magnetic docking design. Integrated magnetic elements within the spout allow the faucet head to be easily released with a gentle pull, snap smoothly back into place after use and stay securely in position, even with frequent use over time.
BAR FAUCETS

1 AMBERLEY MIRXCAM103
2 HARTFIELD MIRXCHA103
3 RAVENEL MIRXCRA103

HARTFIELD BAR FAUCET MIRXCHA103SS
CALVERTON BAR SINK MIRUC16R
KITCHEN FAUCETS

1 OCALA MIRXCO100
2 WILLISTON MIRXCLW100M
3 AMBERLEY MIRXCAM100
4 CALVERTON MIRXCCA100
5 CORDELIA MIRXCCD100M
6 HARTFIELD MIRXCHA101M
7 PERDITA MIRXCPD100 8 RAVENEL MIRXCRA101M 9 PRESIDIO MIRXCP100
10 PRESIDIO MIRXCP101 11 BRADENTON MIRXCBD101
CHOOSING EVERYTHING
INCLUDING THE KITCHEN SINK

STAINLESS STEEL
Classic and sleek, this popular choice pairs with almost every décor. Mirabelle stainless steel sinks are made of 16-gauge stainless steel for durability, feature sound absorption pads to minimize noise and have a coating on the underside to help reduce condensation. Choose the shape and size to suit your kitchen project.
**FIRECLAY**
Fashionable and functional, Mirabelle fireclay kitchen sinks offer the best of both worlds. A spacious single bowl and 10” depth offer a large working space. These fireclay sinks feature a reversible farmhouse style apron front, with traditional styling on one side and transitional clean flat surface on the other. Made of durable porcelain fired at high temperatures, this beautiful finish is highly resistant to stains and scratches.

**GRANITE COMPOSITE**
Match or compliment your kitchen design with the power of color in classic white, grey or black. Mirabelle granite sinks are heat, stain and scratch resistant, providing sturdiness and simple sophistication.
GRANITE KITCHEN SINKS

1 MIRGR1B3322BL 2 MIRGR2B3322GY 3 MIRGR1B2522WH 4 MIRGR1B1616GY

For additional sizes, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
With this reversible sink you can choose the right style for your Kitchen, the decorative traditional design or the sleek and modern side.
Sitka and Ortega dual mount sinks come in a 1-hole and 4-hole faucet configuration. Bottom basin grids are available for all kitchen and bar sinks. For dimensions and additional configurations, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
SITKA

CALVERTON

1 ORTEGA MIRDM2BE1 2 ORTEGA MIRUC2318 3 CYPRESS MIRURB3219 4 CYPRESS MIRURB3421 5 SITKA MIRUC3321ZA 6 SITKA MIRDM1BZ1 7 SITKA MIRDM2BZL1 8 SITKA MIRDM2522Z1 9 CALVERTON MIRUC309 10 CALVERTON MIRUC3221L 11 CALVERTON MIRUC3221R 12 CALVERTON MIRUC3321E
BAR SINKS

1 SITKA MIRDM1515Z1
2 CALVERTON MIRUC1517
3 CALVERTON MIRUC16R
LAUNDRY SINKS

For coordinating faucets, see page 108-111.

1 MEDFORD MIRLS2318
2 MEDFORD MIRLS2522

PRESIDIO PREP KITCHEN FAUCET MIRXCP5101SS
MEDFORD LAUNDRY SINK MIRLS2318
KITCHEN ACCESSORIES

Adding ease and convenience to your workflow, Mirabelle kitchen accessories help you move efficiently from one task to another. From soap pumps that are always in reach, to strainers that help keep drains and disposals operating properly and sink grids that save you drying time, Mirabelle accessories bring a clean and seamless look to hardworking solutions.
1 SOAP DISPENSER MIRSD1144 2 SOAP DISPENSER MIRSD1166 3 SOAP DISPENSER MIRSD1188
4 AIR GAP MB141 5 DISPOSAL FLANGE MB162 6 BASKET STRAINER MB171
7 BASKET STRAINER MIRDF130 8 BASKET STRAINER MIRBS120

For more accessories, finishes and bottom basin grid options, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.
MIRABELLE
CALVERTON PULL DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET MIRXCCA100SS

PARK HARBOR
PENDANT PHPL5231PN
For our full product line, technical information, installation instructions and warranty information, visit MIRABELLEPRODUCTS.COM.

For lights that pair best with Mirabelle bath and kitchen, visit FERGUSONSHOWROOMS.COM.